Scales, weights and weight-regulated artefacts in Middle and Late Bronze Age Britain
Lorenz Rahmstorf*

The identification of weights and weight-regulated artefacts is of primary importance for confirming the existence of European Bronze Age value ratios and exchange systems. Until recently, however, no such Bronze Age artefacts had been identified in Britain. Here, statistical analysis identifies—for the first time—Middle and Late Bronze Age balance weights and weight-regulated gold objects from Britain, Ireland and Atlantic France. These finds allow for new interpretations concerning modes of exchange and their significance in Atlantic Europe, further underlining a Continental—and possibly Mediterranean—influence on Britain during the late second and early first millennia BC.
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Introduction

Trade is generally considered to be an inappropriate concept for explaining exchange in Bronze Age Europe (Harding 2013). Instead, exchange is usually understood as a social phenomenon reflecting the societal obligations between individuals (Brück 2006). One reason for the dearth of attention to profit-driven exchange, or trade, in Bronze Age Britain is probably the lack of archaeological finds that might indicate the existence of professional traders or the organisation of specialist exchange.

The use of standard weights and balance scales permits the precise measurement of the mass of material, particularly of metals. With such devices, it became possible to exchange specific amounts of various substances, such as metals, wool and grain, and allowed for the establishment of accurate ‘material value ratios’ between different substances. The definition
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of such ratios brought about the meticulous calculation of potential profit, the creation of weight-based currencies and the possibility of long-term storage of weighed metal. All of these factors are essential for specialised/commercial exchange—which can simply be referred to as ‘trade’. The fact that metal objects were produced using precise amounts of a particular material supports this definition of ‘trade’. These ‘weight-regulated artefacts’ may have enabled exchange, as they provide specific, pre-weighed quantities of a material; such artefacts also may have been intentionally fragmented to provide fractional units. The transactions facilitated by the use of metrological objects, such as scales, weights and weight-regulated artefacts, are concluded when the exchange partners agree on value ratios: that is, the mass of one material is used as a currency in exchange for a certain mass of another material.

The identification of weights and weight-regulated artefacts is crucial for establishing the existence of value ratios, and hence trade, in past societies. Recently, an early example of the appropriation of weight-regulated (silver) objects as ‘bullion-currencies’ has been identified in the ancient Near East (Ialongo et al. 2018), and several scholars have identified early weighing equipment in specific parts of prehistoric Europe, including Italy, Central Europe and Portugal (Cardarelli et al. 1997; Pare 1999; Peake et al. 1999; Rahmstorf 2003; Vilaça 2003, 2011; Ialongo 2018; Ialongo & Rahmstorf in press). Our general understanding of the use of weights in Bronze Age Europe, however, remains far from complete and, until now, nearly no weights or no weight-regulated artefacts have been identified from Bronze Age Britain. To fill a lacuna in the current distribution and knowledge of Bronze Age weighing equipment, this article presents Middle and Late Bronze Age as well as Early Iron Age balance weights and weight-regulated gold objects from Britain, Ireland and Atlantic France. In addition, it is argued that trade was already a common practice during these periods in North-western Europe—and potentially also in other parts of the continent, where contemporaneous weighing equipment has yet to be identified.

**Methods**

Early weighing equipment and weight-regulated artefacts are difficult to detect within large groups of assemblages of mixed artefact types. Only rarely are such objects inscribed or even marked, even in Egyptian and Mesopotamian contexts. To date, not a single clearly marked weight is known from Bronze Age Europe (outside of Greece). While potential data have often been ignored or misinterpreted, identifications of potential weights have been suggested (e.g. Rahmstorf 2014; Ialongo 2018). Thus, in order to identify metrological weights or weight-regulated artefacts within prehistoric contexts convincingly, the evidence must be evaluated on a case-by-case basis. First, according to archaeological criteria, such artefacts should come from a related set of contexts (e.g. settlement contexts related to metal production and circulation). Potential weights or weight-regulated objects must constitute a distinct class of artefacts of variable sizes, must at least sometimes appear in groups and must not feature consistent patterns of use-wear on them. While some weights could display use-wear from everyday activity, they should not exhibit reoccurring patterns of wear on specific surfaces suggestive of their employment as simple tools, such as pounders or grinders. Archaeological evidence of balance scales of contemporaneous date may help to provide contextual support for the identification of weights. Second, the objects should undergo statistical
analyses, by which they are tested using non *a priori* assumptions about the possible units of measurement.

Cosine quantogram analysis is an efficient and established method for detecting the relationship between the mass of an ancient balance weight or weight-regulated artefact and the measurement or quantal system of which it was a part (Pakkanen 2011; Ialongo et al. 2018). The term ‘quantum’ describes the mass: the common denominator of the largest possible number of measurements in a sample. The basic proposition is that a measurement $X$ (e.g., a gold object) is an integer multiple of unit $q$ (quantum), plus an error component $\epsilon$. The error component is of particular importance, as it expresses the dispersion from an ideal distribution of the quantum (the potential unit). The so-called ‘Kendall-formula’ calculates the score of the error component $\epsilon$ in a number of measurements ($N$):

$$\phi(q) = \sqrt{2/N} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \cos \left( \frac{2\pi \epsilon_i}{q} \right)$$

The formula tests the score of each quantum and results in a ‘quantogram’, with positive and negative peaks when plotted in a graph. A high positive peak appears where a quantum gives a high positive value for $\phi(q)$. These peaks may be interpreted as the weight unit, or fractions or multiples of it.

**Scales and weights from Middle and Late Bronze Age and Early Iron Age Britain**

In 2000, a Late Bronze Age (c. 1200 BC) balance beam of bone (Figure 1.1), discovered at Potterne in Wiltshire, was published (Lawson 2000: 257; Seager Smith 2000: 240, fig. 97). This has been followed more recently by further finds of weighing equipment, including a fragment of the centre of a balance beam, featuring a copper-alloy suspension loop, found at Cliffs End Farm on the Isle of Thanet, Kent (Grimm & Schuster 2014: pl. 5.9, 1). This artefact dates from the Late Bronze to Late Iron Ages (Figure 1.2). The balance beam is not the only metrological tool from Cliffs End Farm (Needham et al. 2013: fig. 6.1), which has also yielded a conical lead weight featuring a perforation for the insertion of a metal-wire loop. This object was recovered from a burial pit (Mepham & Schuster 2014: fig. 5.9, 11). According to the excavators, the pit’s fill was not disturbed by later activity, and can therefore be dated securely to the tenth to ninth centuries BC (Figure 2.1a–b).
Parallels for the Cliffs End Farm lead weight can be found in examples from Central Europe (Pare 1999; Feth 2014), dating to the later eleventh to ninth centuries BC. The lead weight from Cliffs End Farm was recovered from a pit containing five burials, one of which has been identified by strontium and oxygen isotope analyses as an adult of possible ‘Scandinavian’ origin, while a juvenile individual could have been of ‘Mediterranean’ origin (Millard 2014: 136–44). Seven of the 13 Late Bronze Age individuals subjected to isotope analyses from the site showed evidence for migration. Elsewhere, the Salcombe site, located off the coast of Devon, has yielded a bronze cast weight with wavy mouldings (Figure 2.2; Needham et al. 2013: 89, fig. 3.22; Needham 2017: fig. 4.4). Investigation of this site has also produced nearly 400 metal objects, comprising mainly copper and tin ingots (Wang et al. 2016, 2018), along with weapons and gold objects, including several gold bar torc fragments. Several ships have been wrecked at this location (most recently in 1992), and there is a “high probability that two temporally distinct Bronze Age shipwrecks can be identified at Salcombe” (Wang et al. 2016: 90). One wreck can be attributed to the Middle Bronze Age (c. 1300–1150 BC), the other to the Late Bronze Age (c. 1000–800 BC).

A further copper-alloy weight featuring three equally spaced wavy lines was found in the parish of Denton with Wootton, near Dover, in 2017 (Figure 2.3; Ahmet 2017). The two weights from Salcombe and Denton with Wootton morphologically resemble those usually
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found in late fourteenth- and thirteenth-century BC western Central European graves (Figure 3), such as the weight from the securely dated burial at Richemont-Pépinville in France, as described by Pare (1999) and most recently also by Needham (2017: 37). Notably, at least seven other similar weights (although cast in lead) are published in the Portable Antiquities Scheme database. The choice of lead as the material for these objects, along with their iron wire inlays, indicates a later date, suggested to be either Roman (Simpson 2006) or medieval/post-medieval (e.g. Stewart 2014). Even if these objects are probably not of Late Bronze Age or even Iron Age date, the furrows and inlays still imitate the thirteenth-century BC tradition of bronze-alloy weights of this type. It is hoped that a stratified, securely dated example will address this problem in the near future.

Another type of weight from the Late Bronze and possibly Early Iron Age are block-weights that lack decoration. There is a copper-alloy block-weight from Salcombe (Figure 2.4; Needham et al. 2013: 89, fig. 3.21). Such block-weights are again found in Central Europe in late fourteenth- and thirteenth-century BC contexts, such as at Horušany in Bohemia or Hurlach in Bavaria (Pare 1999: figs 10.2 & 12.2). Given the date of the bronze weight with wavy mouldings from Salcombe, a thirteenth-century BC date for the block-weight from the same site seems probable. This copper-alloy block-weight resembles other potential weights made of lead discovered at Runnymede Bridge in southern Britain (Figure 2.5) and in the

Figure 3. Distribution map of bronze rectangular block-weights with wavy mouldings from Britain (1–2), France (3–5, 8–9) and Germany (6–7): 1) Denton with Wootton; 2) Salcombe; 3) Sologne; 4) Etigny; 5) Richemont-Pépinville; 6) Wallerstädten; 7) Maintal-Wachenbuch; 8–9) Barbuise-Courtavant (images taken from Pare 1999: 447; Delor et al. 2009: 27; Needham et al. 2013: 89; Ahmet 2017; scale 1:2).
hoard from West Caister, Norfolk (Figure 2.6; Lawson 1979: fig. 9.2; Needham & Hook 1988: fig. 2.1). Both Runnymede Bridge and Potterne (where the bone balance (Figure 1.1) was discovered) are midden sites with substantial deposits of organic material and artefacts, but little other evidence of habitation. While they are generally considered to be communal feasting sites (Madgwick & Mulville 2015: 641), the presence of weighing equipment suggests that exchange was also commonly practised at these sites. Hence, these Late Bronze Age and Early Iron Age middens could perhaps be interpreted as regional communal feasting sites with marketplace functions (Lawson 2000: 270; Rahmstorf 2018: 32–34).

The Flag Fen site has yielded one block-weight and three discoidal lead weights (Figure 2.8–11), although no details on their weights are provided (Coombs 2001: 291). Similar block- and discoidal weights are known from Central Europe and are consistently dated to the thirteenth century BC (e.g. Pare 1999: figs. 10.2, 12.1, 19.11)—although these are made of copper alloy. The lead weights from Britain, however, date to the latest phase of the Bronze Age (c. tenth to ninth centuries BC) and earliest Iron Age (eighth to seventh centuries BC). Finally, a stone object from the Late Bronze Age hoard discovered at Heatherly Burn Cave in County Durham is probably a weight, given its shape and finish (Figure 2.7). In summary, 11 Middle Bronze to Early Iron Age objects, which cluster mainly in southern Britain, are presented here as potential weights using comparative evidence (see Table S1 in the online supplementary material (OSM)). These data, however, are insufficient for metrological and statistical analyses. Nevertheless, the presence of the two bronze weights with wavy furrows imply that weight metrology was already in use in southern Britain by the thirteenth century BC.

**Middle and Late Bronze Age weight-regulated gold artefacts**

Flanged twisted gold bar torcs (Figure 4.1–6) are a feature of later second-millennium BC Britain, Atlantic France and Iberia, being used predominantly between 1300 and 1150 BC. While most of these gold bar torcs are single, stray finds, in 25 per cent of cases (e.g. Figure 4.1), they were found in association with other objects. The torcs are often found in coastal regions, or even offshore—indicating potential shipwrecks. In addition to the possible wreck site at Salcombe (Figure 4.2), torcs have been found up to 5.5km from the coasts at Sotteville-sur-Mer and in the Minch, just off the Shiant Islands in the Outer Hebrides (Cowie 1994; Billard et al. 2005). The detailed typological classifications of these artefacts (e.g. Eogan 1967; Northover 1989: 118) notwithstanding, they are all characterised by pronounced club-shaped ends and the use of twisted thick gold wire in between.

Several authors have pointed out the clustered distribution of the weights of these torcs (Hawkes 1932: 180; Northover 1989: 125–26; Meeks & Varndell 1994: 2). Ruiz-Gálvez (2000: tab. 18.4) went further and proposed a specific ‘unit’ of 11.75g. No previous author, however, has applied statistical tests to the weights of these gold torcs. Here, therefore, the weight of each complete specimen of the flanged twisted gold bar torcs is evaluated using cosine quantogram analysis (Table S2). Data on most of the torc weights are taken from Northover (1989: tab. 4) and Eogan (1967, 1994: 127–30). In cases where differing values are published for the same object, the most recent measurement is used. Uncleaned specimens (Varndell et al. 2007: 281) are not included in the sample. The sample clusters between approximately
80 and 400g (n = 52). Five objects range between approximately 30 and 70g, representing outliers in the distribution. As the inclusion of outliers could skew the results, leading to false positives/negatives (Ialongo 2018), these objects were omitted from the analysis.

The cosine quantogram analysis was set to assess 1000 quanta between 4 and 103.9, with an increment of 0.1. This results in high positive peaks at 11.6–11.9, 15.1–15.7, 22.6–24.5, 43–47 and 90–97. All seem internally coherent, with approximately 93.5 as a unit of 1, hence 46 as 1/2, 15.3 as 1/6, 23.4 as 1/4 and 11.7 as 1/8. The results were tested for statistical significance using Monte Carlo simulations, under the null hypothesis that the distribution of weight values is due to chance (Ialongo 2018): a random fraction of ±15 per cent is added to each measurement and the simulation applied 100 times, with each resulting dataset examined using cosine quantogram analysis. If randomised samples consistently score higher values than the real sample, then chance distribution of the sample cannot be excluded. The alpha level is set to 0.05; hence, equal or higher results must not occur in more than five per cent of the iterations in order for the null hypothesis to be rejected. The dashed line in Figure 5A indicates the five per cent alpha level—the least acceptable statistically.

Figure 4. Gold objects from Middle and Late Bronze Age Britain and Ireland: 1) Burton (92.90g); 2) Salcombe (9.20g); 3) Axholme (94.22g); 4) Glamorgan (231.46g); 5) Castlemount (367.09g); 6) Corrard (720g); 7) unknown (124.60g); 8) Monkston Park, Milton Keynes hoard (382.4g) (images taken from Barton 2011; courtesy of the British Museum and the Ulster Museum; scale 1:4; 1 & 5–6 are without scale).
relevant threshold of consistency. Two peaks, 11.6–11.9 and 90–97, score higher than the five per cent line, suggesting statistical significance. The result is, however, only barely significant. Perhaps each object was not, therefore, meant to be regulated by weight, or the regulation was only approximate. This would be unsurprising, as the objects themselves are not balance weights. Perhaps approximately 11.6–11.9g or 90–97g were the ancient weight units—although these values could also represent a fraction, or a multiple of one or more units. This is illustrated by the Towednack hoard (Hawkes 1932: 190) from Cornwall, which not only comprised two gold bar torcs but also seven bracelets or ingots (28.4g; 29.1g; 30.5g–47.8g–62.5g; 63g–94.6g; 95.5g; 96.5g). These can be interpreted as a logical series of fractions (1/3–1/2–2/3–1) of approximately 93g, but also, for example, of 46.5 (2/3–1–4/3–2). Similarly, the Moulsoford gold bar torc consists of four twisted bars bound by a thin gold wire and sheet-gold socketed terminal. The torc weighs a total of 373g or 4 × 93.25g.

In addition, a number of other gold artefacts from the British Isles are also tested here for any quantal organisation. These are the ‘dress fasteners’ (Figure 4.7) and penannular bracelets (Figure 4.8), as defined by Eogan (1994). Both categories are difficult to differentiate typologically and they appear together in hoards (e.g. Eogan 1983: 165, fig. 56B). While they date predominantly to the Late Bronze Age, they are also known from the Middle Bronze Age. In order for the analysis to be comparable to that of gold bar torcs, only artefacts above approximately 75g are used for the cosine quantogram analysis (n = 100). The plotted graph has peaks at 41–46 and 90–97, but also at 75–83 (Figure 5B); the latter seems to be a false positive. When all the data for the bar torcs, dress fasteners and the penannular bracelets are analysed collectively with cosine quantogram analysis (n = 152), statistically relevant peaks are obtained at approximately 41–46 and 90–97 (Figure 5C), which are higher than the results for the gold bar torcs analysed alone. The statistical tests reject the null hypothesis, and we can conclude that the analysed gold finds were probably structured according to one quantum, or several quanta: they were produced with a carefully measured amount of gold. The weight unit cannot be determined, but approximately 90–97g, or fractions or multiples of these ranges, are possible.

Finally, while most gold ornaments appear to have been deposited intact (Roberts 2007: 148), the gold bar torcs are frequently found as intentionally cut fragments (Figure 4.2)—a phenomenon attested by the many fragments recorded in the Portable Antiquities Scheme database. Moreover, the presence of penannular bracelet fragments (Gwilt et al. 2005; Warner & Cahill 2012) support the idea of a correlation between these artefacts and the gold bar torcs.

Discussion

Due to the limited number of known potential weights and the difficulties of securely dating many of them, it would be unwise to include them as evidence for the existence of particular weight units. The potential unit of approximately 93g of the gold objects, however, is notable, as it is also known from other contexts: a unit of approximately 90–95g is attested across the contemporaneous Bronze Age and Early Iron Age Eastern Mediterranean. Egyptian written sources record the use of a dbn (deben) and a related unit of 1/10 called a qdt (qedet) (Pommerening 2012: 7089). Both measures—but especially the deben—are evident in the 149 weights recovered from the late fourteenth-century BC Uluburun shipwreck near...
Figure 5. A) Cosine quantogram analysis of all completely preserved gold bar torcs with a known mass above 70g (n = 52); B) cosine quantogram analysis of penannular gold bracelets and gold 'dress fasteners' with a known mass above 70g (n = 100); C) cosine quantogram analysis of all completely preserved gold bar torcs, penannular gold bracelets and gold 'dress fasteners' with a known mass above 70g (n = 152).
Kaş on the southern Anatolian coast, 13 of which range in mass from 90.3–94.65g (Pulak 2000: 252–53). Further weights from this assemblage measure twice, three, five, 10, 20 and 80 times this value of the deben (Pulak 2000: 253). Vilaça (2011) suggests that the qedet is attested in the contemporaneous Western Mediterranean by light metal weights from Portuguese Late Bronze to Early Iron Age sites. This unit was apparently also used for ninth-century BC lead cubes, found at Huelva in southern Spain (Gonzáles de Canales et al. 2006: fig. 36). We do not know whether the British and Mediterranean weight systems were connected. The analyses, however, suggest that they were perfectly compatible and that they could have been easily converted from one to the other.

There are a few archaeological finds that suggest some exchange between southern Britain and the Mediterranean as early as the thirteenth century BC. Along with the weights, the site of Salcombe has also yielded a Sicilian *strumento con immancatura a cannone*—perhaps a plough shoe (Needham & Giardino 2008; Needham et al. 2013: 85–86). Such a device has hitherto only been found in thirteenth- to eighth-century BC contexts in Sicily (Giardino 1995: 17–26, 291–92). Furthermore, Pantalica-type razors have been found at Lakenheath, Suffolk, and in a hoard at Ommerschans in the Netherlands (Jockenhövel 1980: 80–81). Again, such razors are otherwise known only from Sicily. The earliest meat hooks from southern British Middle Bronze Age sites, such as the examples from the Feltwell hoard, Flag Fen, Eriswell and Langdon Bay (another potential shipwreck), are also best paralleled with finds from thirteenth-century BC Sicilian hoards (Needham & Bowman 2005).

The Late Bronze Age balance beams from Pottermere (Figure 1.1) and several French sites (Peake et al. 1999: fig. 1.2–3), such as Migennes in Bourgogne (Roscio et al. 2011: fig. 6.1), exhibit trumpet-shaped ends. This feature has an origin in the parasol-like umbel of a papyrus stem found on balance beams in Middle and Late Kingdom Egypt and the Late Bronze Age Eastern Mediterranean (Michailidou 2008: fig. III: 22–25). In addition, the trumpet-shaped ends of the balance beams are mimicked by two straight gold bars, an “unprovenanced unfinished bracelet blank” and an “unfinished cup-ended ornament blank” from Inchigeelagh, County Cork, Ireland (Taylor 1980: fig. 54a–b). Further to two scales, grave 298 from Migennes contained small metal weights and also one roughly ovoid stone object with slightly flattened ends (Rahmstorf 2014: fig. 3.13), the latter resembling Eastern Mediterranean sphendonoid weights, such as those from Uluburun. All of these connections, however, are imprecise in nature and limited in number. On present evidence, caution should still be exercised when explaining the weight unit of weight-regulated gold artefacts as being based on, or directly related to, the Eastern Mediterranean weight unit, which must then have disseminated from the Mediterranean to Atlantic France and the British Isles. The rectangular weights with wavy lines may indicate, on the contrary, a Central European contribution to the emergence of metrology in the British Isles.

The phenomenon of weight-regulated objects made from precious metals is not limited to thirteenth- and twelfth-century BC Western Europe: gold and silver rings with knobbed ends are found as complete and fragmented examples at a few third-millennium BC Aegean sites (e.g. Troy; Tolstikow & Trejster 1996: nos 75–77, 163). Preliminary analysis of a few of these suggests potential weight regulation of the complete and fragmented examples (Rahmstorf 2016: 32–33). Silver rings from the Viking Age—the so-called Permian rings—were also made according to defined weight groups. Again, these have spiral grooves and are wound
two or three times. In addition, they have pronounced ends, generally comprising a single facetted knob on one end and a hook on the other (Hårdh 2016). It was apparently important to mark the ends of such objects: it would be clearly visible if something was later removed from the object, thus its use in weight-regulation could be ended. Winding may be an additional feature indicating that the mass of the object was measured when it was produced. The similarity in features—that is, being twisted into a spiral and having pronounced ends, torsion, clipped fragments and weight-regulation—indicate that similar solutions were used during different periods for creating a bullion-currency used in production and exchange.

Conclusions

The evidence presented here strongly suggests that the practice of systematically measuring value was known in Middle and Late Bronze Age Britain. Although the number of weights securely dated to this period is still very low, and so far limited largely to southern Britain, it is reasonable to assume that more weights—perhaps also made of stone and of irregular shapes—may have passed unnoticed. The use of scales and of specific gold artefacts, such as bar torcs, penannular bracelets and dress fasteners from the British Isles and Atlantic France, as apparent weight-regulated artefacts strengthens the assumption of exchange structured by value ratios, based on weight units. Often intentionally cut, the gold artefacts seem to have been used as a ‘hackgold’—currency in exchange transactions. The weights known so far are rather light—an additional indication that gold was one of the potential reference materials for the value ratios, as well as a key commodity in the trade within the British Isles and beyond. The compliance of weight-regulated gold artefacts from the British Isles to an Eastern Mediterranean weight standard remains difficult to explain, but the convergence may at least emphasise long-range connectivity during the Bronze Age.
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